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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which IPS mode provides the maximum number of actions?
A. failover
B. span
C. promiscuous
D. inline
E. bypass
Answer: D
Explanation:
The first option is to put a sensor inline with the traffic, which just means that any traffic going
through your network is forced to go in one physical or logical port on the sensor.
Because the sensor is inline with the network, and because it can drop a packet and deny that
packet from ever reaching its final destination (because it might cause harm to that
destination), the sensor has in fact just prevented that attack from being carried out. That is the
concept behind intrusion prevention systems (IPS).
Whenever you hear IPS mentioned, you immediately know that the sensor is inline with the
traffic, which makes it possible to prevent the attack from making it further into the network.
Source: Cisco Official Certification Guide, Difference Between IPS and IDS, p.460

NEW QUESTION: 2
A queue manager QM1 on UNIX has an unrecoverable problem. The IBM Support Center has
asked the administrator to send any FFST reports. Which directory can an administrator get
these FFST files from?
A. /var/mqm/log
B. /var/mqm/trace
C. /var/mqm/errors
D. /var/mqm/qmgrs/QM1/errors
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
展示を参照してください。ルーターへのtelnet接続に関するどの結果が有効ですか？

A. ルーターに有効なシークレットがないため、Telnetが失敗します
B. ルーターにAAAがないため、Telnetが失敗します
C. ルーターにユーザー名/パスワードがないため、Telnetが失敗します
D. Telnetは正常に完了します
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option D
B. Option B
C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: B,C,D
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